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INTRODUCTION

METHODS

Vital signs are usually recorded once every 8
hours in patients at the hospital ward. Early
signs of deterioration may therefore be easily
missed. To facilitate wireless and continuous
monitoring, ‘wearable’ sensors have been
developed, which may capture deteriorating
patients at an earlier stage.

We studied whether two wearable sensors, HealthPatch (VitalConnect San Jose, CA), SensiumVitals
(Oxford, UK) and a bed-based mattress sensor (EarlySense, Ramat Gan, Israel) can reliably measure heart
rate (HR) and respiratory rate (RR) continuously in high-risk surgical patients on the step-down unit and
surgical ward. Measurements were compared with a wireless reference device, containing a pulse
oximeter and an acoustic respiration sensor (Masimo, Irvine, CA). Outcome measures were 95% limits of
agreement (LoA) and bias (Bland-Altman analysis). A 15 min median filter was applied to remove
transients caused by patient movement. Clarke-Error Grid Analysis was performed to assess the
consequences for clinical decision making.
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Figure 1: setup of the patient measurements
Table 1: Bland and Altman analysis of HR and RR versus reference
Sensor

Heart Rate
EarlySense
HealthPatch
SensiumVitals
Respiratory Rate
EarlySense
HealthPatch
SensiumVitals

Number of
Bias
measurement
pairs

SD

Lower Upper
95% LoA 95% LoA

6904
6181
8384

-1.1
1.9
1.8

2.9
6.4
7.5

-6.7
-13.6
-12.8

4.5
14.5
16.4

5474
5920
5909

0.2
4.2
-0.1

1.9
4.6
2.7

-3.7
-4.8
-5.5

4.0
13.2
5.3
Figure 2: Clarke-Error Grid analysis to quantify clinical accuracy of HR (left) and RR
(right) measurements of all sensors as compared with the reference

RESULTS
During a 9 month period in 2017, 31 high-risk
surgical patients entered the study. Over 2800
hours of vital signs data were available for
analysis. Bias and LoA for HR and RR are shown in
Table 1. For HR, adequate treatment decisions
would have been taken in > 99% for all sensors.
For RR, this varied from 78% (HealthPatch), 98%
(SensiumVitals) to 99% for EarlySense (Figure 2).
Gaps with ‘no data’ were observed in 3% of time.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
•
•
•
•
•

The bed-based EarlySense device was most accurate, but does not provide data during mobilization
of the patient;
Both wearable patch sensors were reasonably accurate for HR, but SensiumVitals performed better
for respiratory monitoring. HealthPatch tended to overestimate RR, especially during periods of
atrial fibrillation
Reduced RR accuracy (from talking and moving) and a possibility for high RR alarms should be taken
into account in awake patients;
We consider these sensors as promising innovations that could potentially detect patient
deterioration much earlier;
Future studies should focus on the ‘trending ability’ to detect patient deterioration at the general
ward, and perhaps even consider continued monitoring early after discharge home
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